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Experience

Why I Enjoy Client Strategy

My background includes collaborating with

I find it fun to brainstorm with others on how we

physicians, hospital leaders, practice administrators

can build something bigger and better together.

and other business partners to develop and

My favorite projects are those where all the parts

implement strategies designed to strengthen and

feel scattered around the table like a broken puzzle

grow targeted service lines. With over 20 years
of experience in a variety of healthcare settings, I
have worked with over 200 hospitals and specialty

until a team works to align the pieces together in a
specific way to create a shared vision for success.

clinics to facilitate physician alignment and growth.
In addition to graduating from The College of
William and Mary and pursuing an MBA with a
concentration in Healthcare Administration, I am
Board Certified in Healthcare Management by the

How I Can Help
As an extension of your growth team, I will partner

American College of Healthcare Executives and

with you to bridge the gap between the data you

actively involved with the Georgia Association of

need and the outcomes you expect. This may

Healthcare Executives, APPL, SHSMD and others.

be to include quantifying missed opportunities,

Over 20 Years of Experience in a Variety
of Health Care Settings
• St. Joseph’s Candler Health System
• LifePoint Hospitals
• Coastal Carolina Hospital

developing supportive plans for harnessing and
redirecting targeted patient pipelines, creating
purposeful tools to enhance your team’s success,
and communicating any unmet needs. It may also
involve developing intentional tools to enhance
your team’s success. I will also support your team
by listening and communicating any unmet needs
in a way that inspires future product development.

Interests
Curling up with a good mystery | Taking a fitness

I look forward to building dynamic partnerships
with key stakeholders that will help strengthen and
grow targeted service lines.

class with friends| Volunteering | Binge watching
a good series with my husband Matt | Chasing my
pup around in the yard | Spending time on the
coastal waterways with my three kids
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